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A study of the Cu0.95Al0.05 alloy: stress-strain urve and mirostruture
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After fabriating �ve metallographi speimens of the Cu0.95Al0.05 alloy from eletrolyti opper and alu-

minum, these ones were both mirostruturally haraterized by using a metallographi optial mirosope

at room temperature and subjeted to mehanial tration in order to hart the stress-strain urve. From

the haraterization, it has been found out that the Cu0.95Al0.05 mirostruture is omposed of a single

phase, and from the tensile tests, it has been obtained its rupture point, 249.361 MPa. The obtained results

were explained in the framework of the theory of metals and metal alloys.
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Un estudio de la aleaión Cu0.95Al0.05: urva esfuerzo-deformaión y mirostrutura

A partir de obre y aluminio eletrolítios, se fabriaron ino muestras metalográ�as de la aleaión

Cu0.95Al0.05; posteriormente, a temperatura ambiente, éstas muestras se araterizaron miroestrutural-

mente via el uso de un mirosopio óptio metalográ�o. Asimismo, estas muestras fueron sometidas a

ensayos de traión meánia para obtener datos aera de la respetiva urva tensión-deformaión. Como

onseuenia de la araterizaión, se enontró que la miroestrutura Cu0.95Al0.05 está ompuesta de una

sola fase; también, de las pruebas de traión, se ha obtenido su punto de ruptura, 249.361 MPa. Los

resultados obtenidos fueron expliados en el maro de la teoría de metales y aleaiones metálias.

Palabras laves: aleaiones obre-aluminio, urva tensión-deformaión, tratamiento térmio.

1. Introdution

Alloys of the opper-aluminum system have di�erent

rystal strutures and, therefore, various physial proper-

ties after a heat treatment. Currently, these properties are

exploited in various appliations of siene, engineering

and tehnology. The opper-aluminum alloy is also refe-

rred to as binary aluminum bronze; when small amounts of

manganese or nikel are added to this system, it is alled

(multi-omponent) aluminum bronze. These bronzes have

a strong resistane to orrosion, high strength and good

wear resistane. What explains their use in the manufatu-

re of oins, load-bearing masonry �xings, bearing bushes,

marine hardware, et. [1℄. Besides, it must be stressed that

a opper-aluminum alloy is di�erent from an aluminum-

opper alloy, in whih opper is the alloying element.

Although the opper-aluminum alloy has been intensi-

vely investigated sine about the 1920s, there are not-

so-anient works looking for a greater preision of the

parameter values for this alloy [2℄. Spei�ally, they are

the works of Ponweiser et al. (2011) and Murray (1985),

who experimentally reonstruted the phase diagram of

the opper-aluminum alloy [3℄, [4℄. Also, it must be ited

the work of Miranda et al. (2016), whih, however, is a

more spei� researh about a opper-based alloy having

a very low aluminum ontent (Cu0.975Al0.025) [5℄.

Motivated by both the works already mentioned and

sant information for Cu0.95Al0.05, we arried out several

tensile tests to study its stress-strain urve as well as used

optial mirosopy to observe its mirostruture.

Furthermore, we want to point out that works on-

erning the Cu0.95Al0.05 alloy are missing in the available

literature.

2. Theoretial framework

2.1. Properties of opper and aluminum

Some important harateristis of opper are as fo-

llows: fae-entered ubi (FCC) rystal struture, lattie
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parameter 0.3615 nm, atomi radius 0.128 nm, ubi lose

paking fator 0.74 as well as density 8.93g/cm3
; melting

temperature 1083°C and boiling temperature 2360°C [6℄,

[7℄, [8℄. Thus, pure opper is a orrosion resistant material,

what allows its use, for example, in the manufaturing of

eletrial ables, pipes and heat sinks. Besides, opper is

a dutile and malleable material having diamagneti pro-

perties.

Conerning aluminum, it also has an FCC rystal stru-

ture with a lattie parameter of 0.405 nm; atomi radius

0.143 nm, density 2.72g/cm3
and, logially, its ubi lo-

se paking fator is 0.74, too. Besides, its boiling, melting

temperatures are 2500°C and 658°C, respetively [9℄, [10℄,

[11℄. Nowadays, in the entire world, pure aluminum is a

majorly used metal. This is due to its low weight, high

strength and good orrosion resistane. Likewise, it is well

known that aluminum has a good thermal and eletrial

ondutivity.

2.2. Properties of the opper-aluminum alloy

The state diagram of the opper-aluminum alloy pre-

dits that, in a wide range of weight (atomi) perentage

of aluminum, di�erent equilibrium phases an be obtai-

ned [12℄; this an be appreiated in the experimental

diagram obtained by Ponweiser et al. in 2011 in an open

aess artile [3℄. The reading of the aforementioned pha-

se diagram is very simple below a onentration of 53%

opper; above this weight perentage there is a series of

equilibrium phases (α2,β,γ1,γ0,ε1,ε2,ζ1,η1,ζ2,η2, θ,κ and

δ). Details of these phases an also be found in the same

open aess artile; however, in Fig.1, we have a phase

diagram of the aluminum-opper alloy, whih shows the

orresponding phases of the Cu0.95Al0.05 alloy. This last

phase diagram was reprodued in aordane with the

terms of a Creative Commons Attribution-Nonommerial

Liense 3.0 [13℄.

Another notieable harateristi, in a phase diagram

of opper-aluminum, is the formation of the strutures

euteti, eutetoid and periteti. The �rst struture is

onstituted by two solid phases growing simultaneously

as a struture interonneted by layers (lamellar strutu-

re) [14℄. This euteti phase ours at 550 K with a weight

perentage 33% Cu. Compositions below this value are

alled hypoeuteti and those above, hypereuteti. The

seond struture reminds the euteti struture; neverthe-

less, it ours when a solid phase is transformed into two

di�erent solid phases. The third struture ours when,

upon ooling, a solid-and-liquid phase transforms into

another solid phase.

Furthermore, in a usual phase diagram of opper-

aluminum, it an be notied that the studied alloy,

Cu0.95Al0.05, is within the range of weight perenta-

ges from 90.6% to 100% Cu. This range shows the

presene of a single phase, a solid solution of alumi-

num in opper Cu(Al). What an be explained by taking

into aount as follows: opper and aluminum omply

with Hume-Rothery's rules to form substitutional solid

solutions. These rules indiate that the di�erene of the

atomi diameters must be less than 15%, that they both

have the same FCC rystal struture, and that the dif-

ferene in their eletronegativity is 0.3 (whih proves

to be negligible and, therefore, they annot form om-

pounds) [9℄, [10℄, [15℄.

Figure 1: A partial phase diagram of opper-aluminum repro-

dued from Zeghdane et al. (2010) and Saib (2003) [13℄. Alloy

eutetoid omposition is 11.8% Al. Also, it is observed tempe-

ratures and ompositions of the martensiti transformations.

3. Methodology

3.1. Preparation, asting and heat treatment of

the sample

Initially, eletrolyti opper and aluminum wires were

purhased separately. Then, in the Laboratory of Crystals

and Metal Alloys of the National University of San Maros,

by using a ruible and a �amethrower, the wires were ast

taking into aount the orresponding weight perentage.

Afterwards, yet in a liquid state, the alloy was poured into

a mold. Subsequently, the already solid sample was allo-

wed to ool to room temperature. Next, the speimens for

the orresponding tensile tests were then fabriated.

Also, in order to remove internal tensions aumulate

during the lamination, annealing was arried out. Namely,

the �ve metallographi speimens were exposed at 350 °C

for 5 hours inside a furnae; afterwards, these speimens

were allowed to ool down in the same furnae.

3.2. Deburring, polishing and ething

In the deburring proess, burrs were removed by mani-

pulating a deburring mahine and three types of abrasive

paper (600, 800 and 1000) [16℄. In this proess, the use of

water was important to lean the burrs taken out by the

aforementioned mahine.

For polishing, it was used magnesium oxide (MgO)
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dissolved in distilled water; this solution was soaked in

the polishing loth. Simultaneously, water jets were pou-

red into the speimen. Afterwards, as a onsequene, a

mirror-like speimen surfae was obtained.

The hemial attak was performed before observing

the struture of the alloy in the optial metallographi mi-

rosope [17℄. To arry out the hemial attak, it was

used a reagent with the following omposition: 4 ml of

ferri hloride (FeCl3), 2 ml of hydrohlori aid (aqueous

solution of hydrogen hloride, HCl), 1 ml of aeti aid

(CH3COOH) and 5 drops of liquid bromine (Br2).

3.3. Mirosopi Analysis

An optial metallographi mirosope was used to ha-

raterize the mirostrutures present in the samples; spei-

�ally, the 1060/62 Euromex mirosope was manipulated

at magni�ations 100X and 400X, respetively. In general,

a mirosopi analysis allows determining, for example,

the arrangement of the phases as well as grain size and

shape after some types of treatments [16℄. In the mirop-

hotographs, the hemial attak with the aforementioned

reagent revealed only one type of mirostruture.

4. Disussion and results

On the one hand, in �gure 2, for the Cu0.95Al0.05 alloy,

the stress-strain urve was harted. Inside the graphi,

the following parameters are notied: elasti limit (σE =

69.267 MPa at ε = 0.54%), yield stress (σY = 71.997
MPa at ε = 0.57%) and rupture point (σR = 249.361
MPa at ε = 14.76%); indeed, these three parameters are

values of spei� stresses [18℄, [19℄. The �rst one is the

maximum stress that an be applied to the speimen be-

fore the Hooke's law and its assoiated Young's modulus

are not valid any more. The seond one is the stress ap-

plied to the speimen before it yielded and, onsequently,

an irreversible deformation ourred to it. The third one

is the stress in whih the speimen was fratured. Like-

wise, between the yield stress and the rupture point, the

speimen experiened the phenomenon known as strain

hardening [20℄.

Likewise, in the stress-strain urve in Fig. 2, three re-

gions were observed. The �rst one omprises up to the

σE elasti limit; this region is explained through the me-

hanism of displaement of atoms from their equilibrium

positions. The seond region is loated between the elas-

ti limit and the yield point; therein appear the �rst stati

disloations in the rystal struture. The third region is

the plasti and extends from the σY yield point to the

rupture point σR; this region is explained by mehanisms

of movement, interation, multipliation and bloking of

disloations. Namely, inside the rystal struture of the

alloy, forests of disloations are formed, what provokes

hardening of the alloy before the rupture. Disloations are

linear defets present in an atual rystal [21℄, [22℄.

It must be also pointed out that, in the literature, the

rupture point of pure opper is found to be, on average,

220.725 MPa [7℄. As a onsequene, for Cu0.95Al0.05, it

an be a�rmed that the alloying element (aluminum) ten-

ded to inrease the rupture point of opper.

Figure 2: For Cu0.95Al0.05, stress-strain urve obtained by

using a tensile test mahine. The elasti limit (σE ), yield stress

(σY ) and rupture point (σR) are observed.

On the other hand, in Fig. 3, two mirophotographs of

the metallographi speimens are observed. Fig. 3a shows

a 100X magni�ation and Fig. 3b, a 400X magni�a-

tion. This last resolution is the most important, beause

the light areas allow us to see the formation of a single

phase (substitutional solid solution). Likewise, the dark

areas represent the high relief that ours as a result of

the pitting orrosion of the sample, whih is due to the

hemial attak. Also, it is notied that the single phase

is uniformly distributed. This uniformity is in aordane

with what is observed in a usual Cu-Al phase diagram.

In other words, there is uniformity as it is a single solid

solution of aluminum in opper.

Figure 3: Cu0.95Al0.05 mirophotographs obtained through an

optial metallographi mirosope. The upper and lower panels

show a magni�ation of 100X and 400X, respetively..
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5. Conlusions

On the one hand, by using optial metallographi mi-

rosopy, it has been found that, mirostruturally, the

investigated alloy has a phase distribution formed by a

substitutional solid solution. These phases are uniformly

distributed throughout the Cu0.95Al0.05 sample.

On the other hand, by tensile test experiments, it has

been obtained the value of the rupture point of the alloy,

249.361 MPa, whih is greater than that of pure opper,

220.725 MPa.
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